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Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) are attractive candidates for more fundamental elemen-
tary particle theories. They can not only unify the Standard Model (SM) interactions but
also different types of SM fermions, in particular quarks and leptons, in joint represen-
tations of the GUT gauge group. We discuss how comparing predictive supersymmetric
GUT models with the experimental results for quark and charged lepton masses leads to
constraints on the SUSY spectrum. We show an example from a recent analysis where
the resulting superpartner masses where found just beyond the reach of LHC run 1, but
fully within the reach of a 100 TeV pp collider.
1. Introduction
Supersymmetry (SUSY) has various attractive features. Most prominent among
them are the properties that SUSY ameliorates considerably the hierarchy problem
of the SM, by introducing new particles, superpartners of the SM states, with spin
that differs from that of the SM counterparts by half a unit. Furthermore, these
new states modify the renormlization group (RG) running of the gauge couplings
in a way that simple schemes for Grand Unification of the fundamental interactions
become possible, with a unification scale high enough to be consistent with bounds
on proton decay.
Observations tell us that supersymmetry has to be broken, such that the masses
of the additional superpartner particles are (in general) heavier than the electroweak
(EW) scale. From a bottom-up perspective, and from the theory point of view, the
scale(s) where these masses lie is essentially a free parameter of the respective SUSY
extension of the SM. On the other hand, Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) have the
potential to constrain these scales, as we recently investigated in Ref. [1], and as we
will discuss in this note.
The mass scale(s) of the SUSY particles (= sparticles) is relevant for various
reasons. To start with, at the LHC various searches for them have been performed
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with negative results. As a general rule, the lighter the sparticles the better the
solution to the hierarchy problem. Because of this many people were hoping for an
early discovery of SUSY at the LHC, which did not happen (so far). However, the
measure of the “severeness” of the hierarchy problem is not possible without some
ambiguity.
On the other hand, currently envisioned future 100 TeV pp colliders such as
the FCC-hh and the SppC could probe SUSY particles up to mass scales of O(10
TeV).2–4 In this note we like to discuss an example where a GUT scenario predicts
a SUSY spectrum which may be fully testable at the FCC-hh or SppC. We will
also go through the general arguments behind this result and discuss how it may
generalise to other GUT models.
2. Predictive GUTs for quark and lepton mass ratios
GUTs are defined as theories which unify the three forces of the SM into a single
unified force, described by a single gauge symmetry group. As a consequence, also
the particles get unified into joint representations of this gauge group. This can lead
to predictions for the ratios of quark and lepton masses, respectively their Yukawa
couplings, at high energies where the GUT description holds. Which predictions for
the ratios are realised depends on the model, however there is only a limited number
of options. GUT models which feature such predictions for the quark-lepton Yukawa
coupling ratios are much more predictive than models without this property, and
are thus of high interest in the theoretical community.
One prominent example is so-called bottom-τ unification, or top-bottom-τ unifi-
cation, i.e. the possible prediction that the respective third family Yukawa couplings
are equal at the GUT scale. For the second generation, Georgi and Jarlskog postu-
lated the GUT scale ratio yµ/ys = 3 for the strange quark Yukawa coupling and the
Yukawa coupling of the muon.5 More recently, driven for example by the changed
experimental results for the mass of the strange quark, alternative ratios have been
proposed,6,7 for example in SU(5) GUTs yτ = ± 32yb, yµ = 6ys or yµ = 92ys, and
ye = − 12yd.
To compare the GUT predictions for the quark-lepton Yukawa ratios, which hold
at high energies, with the experimental results for quark and lepton masses at low
energies, one has to calculate their RG running. At the scale of the SUSY particles,
the sparticles have to be integrated out of the theory and the SUSY extension has
to be matched to the SM at loop level. It is known that these SUSY threshold
corrections8 can have a large effect on the Yukawa couplings, especially when they
are enhanced by a large (or moderate) value of tanβ.
The crucial point here is that these SUSY threshold corrections depend on the
sparticle spectrum, i.e. on the masses of the SUSY particles. All the sets of GUT
predictions known to date for the quark-lepton Yukawa ratios for all three families
require a certain size of the threshold corrections, i.e. impose specific constraints on
the SUSY spectrum. As we are going to show in an example, these requirements,
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combined with the measured value of the SM-like Higgs mass, can be powerful
enough to constrain the sparticle spectrum to a range accessible by future 100 TeV
pp colliders.1
3. GUTs and the boundary conditions for the SUSY parameters
at the GUT scale
The fact that GUTs also unify the SM particles (and their superpartners) in joint
representations of the GUT symmetry group also reduces the number of free SUSY
parameters at the GUT scale. In SU(5) GUTs, for example, one is left with only
two soft breaking mass matrices at the GUT scale per family, one for the fermions
in the five-dimensional matter representation and one for the fermions in the ten-
dimensional representation. In SO(10) GUTs, there is only one unified sfermion
mass matrix.
In addition, the symmetries of GUT flavour models like10–13 include various
(non-Abelian) “family symmetries”, which lead to hierarchical Yukawa matrices
and impose (partially) universal soft breaking mass matrices among different gen-
erations. The combination of these effects can indeed lead to GUT scale boundary
conditions which are very “universal” and can be described by only a few parame-
ters.
Furthermore, universal boundary conditions may also be a result of a specific
SUSY breaking mechanism. In the example to be presented below, for simplification,
we will assume Constrained MSSM (CMSSM) boundary conditions for the soft
breaking parameters at the GUT scale, which is a quite strong assumption that will
probably often be relaxed in realistic models.
Finally, we like to note that the absence of deviations from the SM in flavour
physics processes implies constraints on flavour non-universalities in the SUSY spec-
trum (if the sparticles are not too heavy) and provides an experimental hint that, if
SUSY exists at a comparatively low scale, it should be close to flavour-universal. In
any case, it will be interesting to investigate in future works how the constraints on
the SUSY spectrum get modified when the assumption of exact CMSSM boundary
conditions at the GUT scale is relaxed.
4. Example: SUSY spectrum from GUT scenarios with
yτ = ±32yb, yµ = 6ys and ye = 12yd
As an example, we will consider the class of GUT models which features the GUT-
scale Yukawa relations yeyd = − 12 ,
yµ
ys
= 6, and yτyb = − 32 (cf. Ref. [6]). These GUT
relations have been proven promising for GUT flavour model building and can
emerge as direct result of CG factors in SU(5) GUTs or as approximate relation
after diagonalization of the GUT-scale Yukawa matrices Yd and Ye (cf. Refs. [10,
11, 12, 13]).
For the GUT scale boundary conditions for the soft-breaking parameters we
restrict our analysis to the Constrained MSSM, with parameters m0, m1/2, and A0,
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Fig. 1. 1σ HPD intervals for the Constrained MSSM soft-breaking parameters.1
with µ determined from requiring the breaking of electroweak symmetry, and set sgn
(µ) = +1. We have not included tanβ explicitly in the fit, however we have scanned
over various different values of tanβ and found that the best fit can be obtained
for values of tanβ ≈ 30. We have therefore set tanβ = 30 for our main analysis.
The RG running including the calculation of the SUSY threshold corrections for all
families has been performed with the REAP14 extension SusyTC.1
We use the experimental constraints for the running MS Yukawa couplings at
the Z-boson mass scale calculated in Ref. [15], and set the uncertainty of the charged
lepton Yukawa couplings to 1% to account for the estimated theoretical uncertainty
(which exceeds here the experimental uncertainty). When applying the measured
Higgs mass mH = 125.7±0.4 GeV16 as constraint, we use a 1σ interval of ±3 GeV,
including the estimated theoretical uncertainty. For calculating mH at the two-loop
level we have used the external software package FeynHiggs 2.11.2,17 the current
version when our numerical analysis was performed.
The confidence intervals for the masses of the sparticles are obtained as Bayesian
“highest posterior density” (HPD) intervals from a Markov Chain Monte Carlo sam-
ple of two million points, using a Metropolis algorithm. As an additional constraint
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Fig. 2. 1σ HPD intervals for the sparticle spectrum and Higgs boson masses with SU(5) GUT
scale boundary conditions ye
yd
= − 1
2
,
yµ
ys
= 6, and yτ
yb
= − 3
2
. The LSP is always χ˜01 and the NLSP
is always a stop.1
we restricted |A0| < 7.5 TeV to make sure to avoid too large vacuum decay rates.
It would be desirable to compute the lifetime of the vacuum for each point of the
Markov Chain, however this clearly would take too much computation time. We
remark that a more accurate inclusion of the lifetime constraint in the MC analysis
may somewhat enlarge the predicted ranges for the masses of the sparticles. Our
results for the 1σ intervals for the Constrained MSSM parameters are shown in
figure 1. The 1σ HPD results of the sparticle masses are presented in figure 2. For
all parameter points the LSP and NLSP are a neutralino and stop, respectively.
The interval for the SUSY scale is QHPD = [841, 3092] GeV.
We note that the analysed GUT scale relation yτyb = − 32 ,
yµ
ys
= 6 and yeyd =
− 12 is indeed only one of the possible predictions that can arise from GUTs. We
have chosen the above set of GUT scale predictions since they are among the ones
recently used successfully in GUT model building.10–13 In the future, it will of course
be interesting to also test other combinations of promising GUT relations, and
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compare the resulting predictions for the SUSY spectra. Further details, comments
and discussion of this analysis can be found in Ref. [1].
5. General arguments
Although we have analyzed here a specific example only, some of the effects that lead
to a predicted sparticle spectrum seem rather general, as long as the quark-lepton
Yukawa ratios are predicted at the GUT scale together with (close-to) universal
soft-breaking parameters:
• The main reason for the predictions/constraints on the SUSY spectrum is
the fact that, to our knowledge, all the possible sets of GUT predictions for
the quark-lepton Yukawa ratios require a certain amount of SUSY threshold
corrections for each generation.a In general, to obtain the required size of
the threshold corrections, one cannot have a sparticle spectrum which is
too “split” (as e.g. in Ref. [18]), since otherwise the loop functions (cf. Ref.
[1]) get too suppressed. More specifically, the required threshold corrections
constrain the ratios of trilinear couplings, gaugino masses, µ and sfermion
masses. In a CMSSM-like scenario, this implies that the ratios between
m0, m1/2 and A0 are constrained. Furthermore, since the most relevant
threshold corrections are the ones which are tanβ-enhanced, it also implies
that tanβ cannot bee too small.
• With the ratios between m0, m1/2, and A0 constrained and a moderate to
large value of tanβ, the measured value of the mass mh of the SM-like Higgs
allows to constrain the SUSY scale. We emphasise that this is an important
ingredient, since the threshold corrections themselves depend only on the
ratios of trilinear couplings, gaugino masses, µ and sfermion masses, and
do not constrain the overall scale of the soft breaking parameters. The
combination of the two effects results in a predicted sparticle spectrum
from the assumed GUT boundary conditions.
Since the Higgs mass mh plays an important role, we would like to remark that
it would be highly desirable to have a more precise computation of mh available,
especially for the “large stop-mixing” regime. In our analysis, we have used a the-
oretical uncertainty of ±3 GeV, which is dominating the 1σ interval for mh. This
theoretical uncertainty should of course, strictly speaking, not be treated on the
same footing as a pure statistical uncertainty. Furthermore, there are indications
that the theoretical uncertainty in the mh calculation in the most relevant regions
of parameter space of our analysis, with “large stop-mixing”, may be larger (as
aNote that with a CMSSM-like spectrum the SUSY threshold corrections are very similar for the
first two families, and therefore the argument is also valid even if the quark-lepton Yukawa ratios
are predicted for two of the families only, i.e. for the third family and either the second or the first
family.
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recently discussed19), however there is no full agreement on this. For our exam-
ple analysis, as mentioned above, we have used the external software FeynHiggs
2.11.217 for a two-loop calculation of the Higgs mass, the current version when our
numerical analysis was performed, and the most commonly assumed estimate ±3
GeV for the theoretical uncertainty.
6. Summary
We have discussed how certain classes of predictive GUT models are capable of
predicting a testable SUSY spectrum at a future 100 TeV pp collider such as the
FCC-hh or the SppC. The predictions for the sparticle spectrum can be understood
as follows:
When GUT models predict the ratios of quark and charged lepton masses for
all three generations at the GUT scale, as a result of the unification of the SM
particles in GUT representation, they impose constraints on the amount of SUSY
threshold corrections. This in turn implies constraints on the SUSY spectrum. These
constraints, combined with the measured value of the SM-like Higgs mass, can be
powerful enough to constrain the sparticle spectrum to a compact region.1
We have discussed an example where we found (cf. figure 2) that the resulting
superpartner masses are beyond the reach of LHC run 1, but fully within the reach
of a 100 TeV pp collider.
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